Occupational Therapy at Home Activities

DAY 1

FINENISUAL MOTOR

SENSORY

Writing on a vertical surface promotes visual attention, hand-eye coordination, and strength in the shoulder, arm, and hand. All important aspects of good handwriting!

| Tummy time is good for everyone! Having your child do activities while on their stomach is shown to increase core and shoulder strength which are needed for posture and stability for fine motor skills.

Place paper against the wall to complete writing or drawing activity.
DAY 2

FINENVISUAL
MOTOR

Chair pushups or wall pushups

Color the picture and write a sentence or paragraph to tell a story.

DAY 3

FINE/VISUAL
MOTOR

SENSORY

Go for a walk and have a scavenger hunt

Circle the items from the bottom box in the picture in the above box.

DAY 4

FINENVISUAL
MOTOR

SENSORY
Build an obstacle course

Practice writing letters in the air using your finger! Your child can even practice on the back of an adult or sibling in your home.

1. Use household items and furniture to build an obstacle course! (Use couch cushions, blankets, and chairs to make tunnels and "stepping stones")

2. Have your child go through the obstacle course.

DAY
5

FINENISUAL MOTOR

SENSORY

Complete the maze to collect the letters. Write the letters on the lines below the maze to create a riddle.

Have your child help with household tasks such as making their bed, sorting laundry, emptying the dishwasher, helping wipe tables, mop, dust, carry or move objects to different parts of house.
DAY 6

FINENISUAL MOTOR

SENSORY

Color the picture and write a sentence or paragraph to tell a story.

Do Yoga:

a. Tree pose: Stand tall, hands to heart. Place one foot on side of ankle or calf. Stretch arms up like branches.

b. Downward dog: Place hands on floor shoulder width apart. Send hips up and back, straightening your arms, leg, and back.

DAY 7

FINENISUAL MOTOR

SENSOR Y
Circle the items from the bottom box in the picture in the above box.

Yoga continued:

a. Child’s pose: Sit back on your heels. Fold forward over your knees. Stretch arms forward or back by feet.

b. Chair pose: With feet together, bend both knees. Sit back, like in a chair. Extend up over head.

C. Airplane pose: Bend forward

DAY 8

FINENISUAL MOTOR

SENSE ORY

Complete the alphabet maze. Do animal walks.

Crab walk, bear walk, frog jump, turtle crawl just to name a few.

DAY 9
Circle the items from the bottom box in the picture in the above box.

Too much energy or all worked up? Here are some strategies to use!

- Take 10 deep breaths
- Count to 10
- Go to a quiet area
- Give yourself a hug
- Wrap up in a blanket
HANDWRITING

SENSORY

Make a shopping list! Let your child help you write it.

Play Simon Says, sing Hokey Pokey or Head Shoulders Knees and Toes.

Then have your child scan and find each item on the list to check off when you

K Name:

Date:

Color the picture and write about it!
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Name: coed  ---  Date:----

Color the picture and write about it!
Find these items in the picture.
a·magic c, up like a helicopter, down bump the line
b·dive down, swim up, over, around bump
c·magic c
d·magic c, up up up, down bump the line e·hit the ball, run the bases (1,2,3), stop f-up, curve, down bump the line, little line across g·magic c, up like a helicopter, down down, curve h·dive down, swim up, over, down i·line down bump the line, dot j·down down, curve, dot k·big line down bump the line, kick in, slide away | - big line down bump the line m·dive down, swim up, over, down, swim up, over, down (m has two humps) n·dive down, swim up, over, down (n has one hump) 0·magic c, keep on going, stop p·dive down, swim up and over, around bump q·magic c, up like a helicopter,
down down, u-turn r-dive down, swim up, over, stop s-little c, curve back t-big line down bump the line, little line across u-down, curve, up, down bump the line

v-slide down, slide
up

W-slide down and up, slide down and
up

x-slide down, jump, slide
down
y-slide down, jump, slide
down down

z-go across, slide down, go across

COLLECT THE LETTERS

» RIDDLE FUN
O

CHALLENGE
LEVEL
COMPLEX

Draw a line through the maze below. Each time you draw past a letter write that letter in the spaces below to find out the answer to the question.

What's black and white and blue?
Name: \\
Date: \\
Color the picture and write about it!
Rmmmmmmmmmmmlung
Grid Alphabet maze 2 am

Start at the worm and follow the letters in alphabetical order (A-2)

to get to the apple in the bottom right corner.
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List